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>>Add to your Vocabulary<<

A TrendER Insights trend report

Introduction
Our TrendER Insights’ analysts are urbanites and
culture curators capturing rare universal truths,
observing trends and documenting culture,
whilst creating playful moments with others all
over the continent — at the very heart of your
consumers and target market. We fuse
influential consumer insights and research with
unshakeable analytical thinking to produce
powerful business intelligence and brand
communication strategies.
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>>STAY HOME<<

Ku Tense, Ku Tricky, Ku Wawu

South Africans have the best ‘Kannie dood’ spirit when it
comes to dealing with adversities. Whenever someone
goes through a tormenting time you will see them post a
video of a laughing person with the caption ‘Ku Tense, Ku
Tricky, Ku Wawu’.

This powerful phrase can be turned into a marketing
strategy where one can come up with solutions or
products to situations that seem
‘Ku Tense, Ku Tricky, Ku Wawu’.

Hear me Out

Young people use the phrase hear me out to express their
liking for unconventional items and topics. This is a plea ,
for instance, to look at my shoes and savour with me the
beauty that the creator has made.

Now, hear me out does not always come with
positive views or opinions given that we are unique in
our sense of fashion and opinions. What this plea
tries to achieve is to have your compatriots and
acquaintances revisit their opinions with the facts
presented by the one that uttered the phrase.

Raak Wys

The Afrikaans speaking community have a unique set of
vocabulary that pokes fun at serious issues. The phrase
‘Raak wys’ directly translates to “Get Wise/ Wise Up” and is
usually uttered in instances where people feel that there is
a lack in critical thinking skills and people are becoming
‘slaves to the system’. This phrase indicates to the
recipients that the message that is accompanied with the
phrase is of importance and in their best interest.

With this we note that to educate people on certain
topics, attention needs to be paid to the phrases they
use during educational and information awareness
talks. Brands need to “Raak Wys’’ on the language
use of their consumers to successfully deliver their
branding messages.

Don’t Jela, Vang Tips

Afrikaans People of Colour have unique phrases that
distinguish them from other Afrikaans speaking
communities. “Don’t Jela, vang tips’’ is one such phrase.
This phrase means “Don’t be jealous, seek tips/advice”.
This phrase is usually uttered in the context of fashion and
beauty, where if you stare for too long at someone’s
ensembles or their hairstyle, they will look you in the eye
and utter this phrase. This phrase is not limited to offline
interaction, people of colour usually use this phrase as a
caption to a pic they upload of themselves.

The phrase is usually used by trendsetters in the
community, where they feel their sense of fashion is
beyond that of the average person. This can be an
indication of how brands can tell other brands to
“Vang tips’’ as well as gain new following from the
POC Afrikaans community.

Re Tsene- We are within

The phrase ‘Re tsene-we are within’ was made famous by
Bonang Matheba. This phrase indicates excitement for
being within festivities. The fear of missing out will have
your finger on the pulse. Re tsene is a Sotho term meaning
we have entered supported with a hip and happening
term “we are within”. The VIP section and paying to get
into an event has got the youth glorifying the term Re tsene
– we are within. This phrase could also be used during the
global pandemic in the sense that we are within the grips
of a pandemic.

The VIP section and paying to get into an event
got the youth glorifying the term Re tsene – we
within. This phrase could also be used during
global pandemic in the sense that we are within
grips of a pandemic.
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A Peng Ting

Hip and Happening Social media users have a unique way
of complementing beautiful people and recently started
referring to them as ‘Peng Tings’. This phrase is widely and
easily accepted by many who are against gendered
language and has aided many in describing their queer
friends without offending them.

Using ‘Peng Ting’ as a phrase of reference when
referring to beautiful people has the benefit of
including both sexes without feeling that it is only a
referral to one sex.

SBWL

SBWL is an acronym for SaBaWeli, a xhsoa word, that
means craving. This is the latest word that crept into the
vocabulary of many South Africans and is the way in which
they convey messages of lusting over a brand. This phrase
is used by many as some SBWL brands with the hopes that
if they post it, someone will buy it for them.

Many social media influencers have used this phrase
to draw attention to a brand that is lust worthy and
many have taken the bait by buying themselves these
brands. It seems that the latest trendy word SBWL
can draw attention and more feet to your products.
By creating a SBWL worthy range, brands and
companies are sure to attract South African
consumers.

Disclaimer

Our Services

This publication contains general information only. The views
and opinions in this publication should not be viewed as
professional advice with respect to your business. Before
making any decision or taking action that may affect your
finances or your business, you should consult a qualified
professional adviser.

TrendER Insights is an African consumer insights
research agency. We offer business intelligence
by following trends and surveying consumers to
gain a deeper understanding behind our
consumer motivations, beliefs, needs and
behaviours.

TrendER Insights shall not be responsible for any loss
whatsoever sustained by any person who relies on this
publication.

We are a full service advertising agency:
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Consumer research

The use herein of trademarks that may be owned by others is
not an assertion of ownership of such trademarks by TrendER
Insights nor intended to imply an association between TrendER
Insights and the lawful owners of such trademarks.
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